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ABSTRACT 

Literary Perspectives on Adolescence and Adulthood: Three Contemporary Young 

Adult Novels  

Adolescence is both a life stage and a transition in its own right, as it presents the passage 

from childhood to young adulthood, and is closely connected to the formation of adult 

identity. A phase considered both conflictive and inspiring, it continues to attract the 

attention of sociologists, psychologists, educators and artists alike. In the literary domain, it 

is the centre of a popular genre, Young Adult Literature (YAL), which generates numerous 

best-selling titles every year. Although YAL has often been dismissed as a formulaic genre, 

it may be considered an important source to examine cultural representations of 

adolescence and adulthood: whereas its teenage protagonists attract the attention of 

thousands of readers, the process of growing up is typically at the centre of its plots. This 

dissertation examines literary representations of adolescence and adulthood through the 

lens of three contemporary YAL novels: The Problem with Forever (2016), by Jennifer L. 

Armentrout; American Panda (2018), by Gloria Chao; and The Perks of Being a Wallflower 

(1999), by Stephen Chbosky. By resorting to life course theory as main theoretical 

framework, this dissertation looks at the main aspects that construct adolescence in 

contemporary narratives of growth. At the same time, the study interrogates these fictional 

accounts of teenage life in order to find out whether they promote a positive or a negative 

perspective of adulthood and the process of growing up as a whole, and considers which 

socio-cultural elements may influence their resulting portrayal.  

Keywords: Life Course Studies, Adolescence, YAL, Jennifer L. Armentrout, Gloria Chao, 

Stephen Chbosky. 
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RESUM 

Perspectives Literàries sobre l’Adolescència i Adultesa: Tres Novel·les Juvenils 

Contemporànies 

L’adolescència és una etapa de la vida i una transició en si mateixa, ja que representa el canvi 

de la infància a la jove adultesa, i està relacionada amb la formació de la identitat adulta. És 

una fase considerada conflictiva i inspiradora, i continua atraient l’atenció de sociòlegs, 

psicòlegs, educadors i artistes. En el domini literari, és el centre del popular gènere de la 

novel·la juvenil, el qual genera nombrosos èxits en vendes cada any. Tot i que la novel·la 

juvenil ha estat ignorada per seguir una fórmula, també pot ser considerada una font 

important a partir de la qual examinar representacions culturals de l’adolescència i 

adultesa: considerant que els protagonistes adolescents atreuen l’atenció de milers de 

lectors, el procés de fer-se gran acostuma a ser l’argument d’aquestes històries. Aquesta 

dissertació examina les representacions literàries de l’adolescència i l’adultesa a partir de 

tres novel·les juvenils contemporànies: The Problem with Forever (2016), de Jennifer L. 

Armentrout; American Panda (2018), de Gloria Chao; i The Perks of Being a Wallflower 

(1999), de Stephen Chbosky. Utilitzant la teoria del curs de la vida com a marc teòric 

principal, aquesta dissertació observa els aspectes principals que construeixen 

l’adolescència en les narratives contemporànies de creixement. A més a més, el projecte 

analitza aquestes representacions fictícies de la vida adolescent per tal d’esbrinar si 

promocionen una perspectiva positiva o negativa de l’adultesa i del procés de fer-se gran, i 

considera els elements socioculturals que poden influenciar aquesta representació.  

Paraules Clau: Curs de la Vida, Adolescència, Narrativa Juvenil, Jennifer L. Armentrout, 

Gloria Chao, Stephen Chbosky 
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1. Introduction 

Adolescence is essential for the creation of independent identity and a bridge between 

childhood and adulthood. Nevertheless, it is considered a social construct as it first 

appeared in the 20th century, after the industrial revolution influenced society’s perception 

of children as not yet adults (Coward). Nowadays, adolescence is regarded as a conflictive 

life stage, which, due to society’s socio-cultural changes, occupies a wider age range than it 

did in the past, reaching the mid-20s. Parents, teachers, psychologists and writers are 

constantly interested in adolescence, not only to discover essential elements of the complex 

growing up process, but to question generational differences or what it is expected of 

adulthood and life in general.  

Young Adult Literature (YAL) can be a truthful mirror of the complex stage of adolescence 

and, although considerable research has been devoted to the introduction of YAL in the 

academic curricula (Herz and Gallo 14), rather less attention has been paid to this popular 

genre as a direct, contemporary source of adolescents’ opinions on becoming adults. This 

seems a contradiction in itself, as it is during adolescence that individuals start to consider 

what growing up entails, and YAL, which mainly focuses on this life stage of change, is 

characterized for being able to connect with its target readers and truthfully reproducing 

their concerns. It is due to YAL’s reliable portrayal of teenagers that the following 

dissertation will use and analyse YA contemporary novels as testimonies of contemporary 

perceptions of the growing up process and adulthood.  

Although YAL mainly focuses on adolescence, it can also be used as an information source 

for other life stages represented in the novels. After the effects of the two World Wars and 

with a population dying because of natural causes instead of battle wounds or minor 

diseases such as flu, many scholars started studying what would later be known as life 

course theory. Life course theory is the multidisciplinary study of people’s lives and context 

and it will be the framework used to analyse the data obtained from the YA novels. Although 

the term 'life course' does not specify any life stage, research has tended to focus on old age 

rather than adolescence, which is now considered a crucial period. For many teenagers, 

adolescence can be extremely complicated, as they experience unavoidable biological 

changes, both physical and psychological, and they are widely influenced by several 

determinant factors, such as their gender, sexuality or social class. Moreover, teenagers 

have already been exposed to cultural and social beliefs of what growing up and adulthood 

implies, which can have a direct impact on their opinions and expectations of their future. 
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With YAL and life course theory as framework, the aim of this dissertation is to analyse the 

maturing process reflected in three contemporary, widely-popular YA novels, as can be seen 

with their multiple translations to different languages and, in some cases, their 

cinematographic adaptation. The novels are: The Problem with Forever (2016), by Jennifer 

L. Armentrout; American Panda (2018), by Gloria Chao; and The Perks of Being a Wallflower 

(1999), by Stephen Chbosky. In the three novels, the main characters are teenagers who 

have to accept or defy society’s expectations on growing up. Nevertheless, the characters’ 

heterogeneity helps provide a wider range of examples. The characters’ narrative arcs and 

the novels’ plots will have a more in-depth analysis, however, some style characteristics will 

be taken into consideration in order to fully understand the characters’ behaviours. 

This dissertation will be divided in the following sections. First, there will be a brief 

introduction to the framework used to analyse the novels, which will include (1) an 

overview on life course theory; (2) an understanding of adolescence as a construct; and (3) 

the importance of YAL as a reflection of adolescents’ behaviours and opinions. Then, each 

novel will be analysed separately focusing on three specific aspects, mainly (1) the 

adolescents’ perceptions of adult characters; (2) the different pressures young adult 

characters suffer from the society in which they are depicted; and finally, (3) an explanation 

of the adolescents’ perspective focusing on their fictional socio-cultural context. The results 

from each analysis will help complete the double aim of this project, which is to discover, 

on the one hand, if contemporary narratives targeted for adolescent readers promote a 

positive or a negative perspective of the growing process; and, on the other hand, to identify 

what factors, of a cultural or social nature, may affect this image. All in all, I hope this 

dissertation helps to show the importance of YAL as an informative source in the study of 

life stages, and especially to establish adolescence as a critical period of development rather 

than as a source of conflict, worthy of attention in life course studies beyond ageist 

stereotypical views.  
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2. Theoretical Framework 

2.1. A Brief Overview of Life Course Theory 

Life course theory, also known as the life course approach or perspective, refers to a 

multidisciplinary term coined to define the life process and its surrounding characteristics. 

Life course theory differs from the life span, an individual’s chronological order of 

experiences, as it also considers the structural contexts and social changes that surround a 

person in relation to the socially expected life stages he/she experiences from the moment 

he/she is born, to the moment he/she dies. The life course approach encompasses theories 

from several disciplines, as for example history, sociology, psychology, biology and 

economy. However, the main focus of attention is usually the significant and decisive 

connection between somebody’s life and their historical and socioeconomic context. 

Another relevant aspect for many studies is how childhood affects the individual's decisions 

or opinions in the future. For example, focusing on how the divorce of the parents can affect 

the future relationships of the infant (White and Klein 122). 

Throughout the years, life course theory has suffered several changes, and numerous 

opposing opinions and theories have emerged. These changes and discrepancies caused life 

course theory to evolve and, as a result, it has had multiple definitions. Some previous 

definitions are still considered correct nowadays, such as Janet Giele and Glen Elder’s, who 

defined life course as a “sequence of socially defined events and roles that the individual 

enacts over time” (22). A reason for this definition’s success is that Giele and Elder do not 

specify the chronology of the sequence of events, which has become a current and widely 

popular claim. Nowadays, the life course is the sum of the person’s experiences, without 

considering the individual’s age during said experiences. An example would be the book 

Constructing the Life Course, by Jaber F. Gubrium and James A. Holstein (2000), which 

focuses on the experiences through time, in direct contrast to the traditional age-centred 

approaches. A recurrent problem with age-centred approaches is that due to the rapid 

development of society individuals can experience different life courses when they belong 

to different generations (L. Green 2). A current example would be the misunderstandings 

between millennials, namely, the generation born during the 90s and the beginning of the 

century, and baby boomers, the generation born after the Second World War. 

The life course approach has been applied to various disciplines throughout its evolution. 

Nowadays, it is being applied in criminology, to investigate if children raised in an abusive 

environment present the same aggressive characteristics as their parents as adults; in 

medicine, to determine an individual’s possible illnesses based on the person’s genetics and 
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environment; and even in psychology, to examine how an adult is affected by their 

experiences as a child (Abelman 4). These interdisciplinary relations have helped enrich 

and develop each discipline. 

The first recordings of the theorization of life course are from the beginning of the 20th 

century. The most significant example would be Karl Mannheim’s essay on the “Problem of 

generations” (1928) and W.I. Thomas’ The Polish Peasant in Europe and America (Thomas 

and Znaniecki 1918). Nevertheless, it was not until the mid 1960s that the life course field 

started to be thoroughly studied. Elder et al. claim that five major trends of the 20th century 

prompted this eagerness to research the life course (5). The trends are:  

(i) the maturation of early child development samples; (ii) the rapidity of social change; (iii) 

changes in the composition of the U.S. and other populations; (iv) the changing age structure 

of society; and (v) the revolutionary growth of longitudinal research over the last three 

decades. (5) 

Although Elder et al. only refer to trends in North America, specifically the United States, 

some of those trends can also be considered the reason for the changes in life course theory 

in Europe. Walter R. Heinz and Helga Krüger determined that the 20th century trends that 

affected the life course approach the most in Europe were the pace of social change and the 

rate of ageing (1). 

During the first decades of the century, life course theory focused on the variability of age 

patterns and the influence of historical changes in life events. The rapid growth of the oldest 

segment of society implied a bigger interest in the problems of the aged (Elder 1616). Said 

interest also affected other earlier life stages, such as childhood or adolescence, as 

researchers realized that they could be related to the problems of later phases (Elder and 

Johnson 3). Simultaneously, researchers from different disciplines started to partake in this 

new theory creating different research areas (Clausen; Riley). One of the most popular areas 

of research was the study of “social timetables” (Neugarten and Datan 57). These 

“timetables” depicted how and why some individuals deviated from the expected ages of 

important life transitions. The most recurrent changes they found was the age at which 

people get married or have children, as these events kept, and still are, being delayed for 

multiple reasons such as the lack of employment or the rise of feminism.  

Studies conducted in the following decades continued to incorporate different perspectives 

to the life course theory and research started to focus on the understanding of how the 

socio-historical conditions affected life patterns. The first life cycles, or social pathways, 

designed by theorists were very simple: children grew up, they got married and had 
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children who would then grow up and restart the cycle, creating another generation (Glick; 

Hill). The simple cycles started to evolve and become more complex when the historical 

context started to be considered a crucial aspect to identify and change the life cycle (Barker 

and Schoggen 364). An example of the historical context’s influence on life cycles would be 

when education became compulsory, as it delayed children’s working age.  

After the 80s, the term ‘life cycle’ was substituted by ‘life course’, which was considered 

more appropriate due to its emphasis on blurred and transitional periods rather than clear-

cut stages (Keil et al. 79). Moreover, it also reflects that age is not always chronological, as 

it does not imply the same changes for everyone. An example would be the notion of 

subjective age, which is an individual’s psychological age instead of their biology-

determined age. Moreover, physical growth does not imply cognitive or personal growth, 

since two people with same age may be at different life stages of personal development (L. 

Green 29). All in all, there are many aspects to consider when defining someone’s life course, 

some can be according to our age, such as when a child must attend school, or due to biology, 

for example when girls get their period. Nevertheless, other aspects are completely 

detached from age or biology, such as when we contract an illness or when to get married, 

which can be of great influence when constructing adult identity. 

All things considered, the academic development and study of life course theory in the 20th 

century can be explained when considering the rapid social change and a population that 

actually grew old in great numbers. These two aspects drew scholars’ attention to how 

people were influenced by a new and radically different historical context and to how those 

changes affected the complexity of the growing up process. 

2.2. Paradigmatic Principles of the Life Course 

Elder et al. theorized the life course as based on five key paradigmatic principles (11–15). 

These principles do not focus on age but rather on social and historical contexts, and how 

they affect people’s life course. Moreover, these principles promote the idea that the life 

course cannot be understood on its own but rather that it is inseparable from any kind of 

context (historical, social, family…). 

1. The Principle of Life-Span Development: Human development and aging are lifelong 

processes. Development does not stop at any specific age, therefore one can 

experience fundamental changes at any age.  

2. The Principle of Agency: Individuals construct their own life course through the 

choices and actions they take within the opportunities and constraints of history 

and social circumstance. As for example, following a determinate career (Johnson) 
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or the degree of parental involvement (Crosnoe). Said choices can have important 

consequences for individuals’ future trajectories.  

3. The Principle of Time and Place: The life course of individuals is embedded and 

shaped by the historical times and places they experience over their lifetime. 

Thomas F. Gieryn determined that a place possess three essential features: 

geographic location, a material culture and an investment with moral and value, all 

of which influence the life course (467).  

4. The Principle of Timing: The developmental antecedents and consequences of life 

transitions, events, and behavioural patterns vary according to their timing in a 

person’s life. Moreover, the same events or experiences may not affect everyone the 

same way even if they take place in the same life stage (George 353). 

5. The Principle of Linked Lives: Lives are lived interdependently and socio-historical 

influences are expressed through this network of shared relationships. This is 

exemplified with Conger and Elder’s study, which determined that the Iowa farm 

crisis affected children negatively due to parental depression (1).  

2.3. Life Stages Theory 

Doctor Thomas Armstrong identified twelve different life stages in his book Human Odyssey: 

Navigating the Twelve Stages of Life (2007). The first stage is ‘Prebirth’, when the child is 

not born and has potential to become anything; then, ‘Birth’, when the infant is born and 

represents hope to improve the world; ‘Infancy’ is the period from zero to three years old, 

in which babies are full of energy; ‘Early Childhood’ manifests from three to six years old, 

when children mainly want to play and create new worlds; ‘Middle Childhood’ occurs 

between six to eight years old, when children start to base their ideas on the real world; 

‘Late Childhood’, from nine to eleven, is a period of inventive solutions; ‘Adolescence’, from 

12 to 20, unleashes passion for any aspect in life; ‘Early Adulthood’, from 20 to 35, is the 

beginning of independent responsibilities; ‘Midlife’, from 35 to 50, is when adults reflect 

upon their life choices; ‘Mature Adulthood’, from 50 to 80, is when adults raise the next 

generation; ‘Late Adulthood’, 80 years onward, is a period of wisdom and life experience; 

and finally, ‘Death and Dying’, is when those who die teach the value of living.  

This project mainly focuses on ‘Adolescence’, as it aims to examine how the growing up 

process is affected by society. Therefore, it studies adolescence as a socio-cultural construct, 

in relation to the expectations surrounding the life stage, and as a period of transition and 

transformation into adulthood, with its consequent problems and changes. Nevertheless, 

other life stages will be mentioned, as ‘Childhood’ has been proven to be a determinant 

period for certain behaviours and feelings in ‘Adolescence’ and ‘Early Adulthood’.  
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2.4. ‘Adolescence’ as a Socio-cultural Construct 

Adolescence is often considered a social construct as it was first introduced in the 1920s in 

Europe and America and other cultures do not consider it a stage in their life courses. As a 

matter of fact, in Victorian England, adolescence did not exist, as children were considered 

little adults who worked and had responsibilities at the age of 12 (Coward). The evolution 

from the industrial world in the 1800s and the advances in urban life, led to an evolution in 

society, thanks to which the first age limits started to be passed into laws. These limits 

changed adults’ perception on children, and they began to be considered in a special 

category, which would in time be named ‘Adolescence’. Many of these limits established 

centuries ago are now considered social markers for adulthood, even if they have been 

slightly changed, as it is the case of legal drinking or voting age. 

Adolescence is a difficult concept to define in terms of period-length and the ages it affects. 

Lorraine Green defined it as a “recent term describing a transitional, semi-dependent state 

between childhood and adulthood” (89). In the past, some studies limited adolescence 

exclusively by biological factors, such as puberty and the physical and psychological 

evolution towards adulthood it implies. Nevertheless, puberty is difficult to limit, as not 

everyone reaches it at the same age or is affected in the same ways, and its end is not easy 

to identify, visually or scientifically. Therefore, many Western cultures consider the 

transition from adolescent to adult to be limited by social markers, such as when the 

individual can legally vote, drink, go to college or similar rites of passage. Nevertheless, 

these limitations depend on the culture and even the country (Herbert 103), as Europe’s 

and USA’s legal drinking age, 18 and 21 respectively, or Judaism’s rite of passage to 

adulthood, Bar Mitzvah at 12 or Bat Mitzvah at 13 for girls and boys respectively. These 

complex and multiple differences in age boundaries are one of the main factors that 

contribute to the unclear limits of adolescence.  

Adolescence has also been claimed to be an idea invented by society in order to control the 

youth and to justify some of their behaviours. Jennifer A. Vadeboncoeur and Lisa Patel 

Stevens supported this statement and claimed that the “naturally developing” adolescent is 

a construct that does not exist outside the particular assumptions and time of this youth 

(52). William Ayers, in his introduction to Re/Constructing “the Adolescent”, claims that 

“[p]uberty is a fact; everything surrounding that fact is fiction. We construct the myths, and 

just like that, the myths construct us” (Vadeboncoeur et al. ix). Therefore, although 

adolescence was built on some verifiable facts, such as the effects of puberty on the human 

body, it is a life stage that has been widely developed by means of popular thoughts and 
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beliefs. Said opinions reached a somewhat level of credibility to the extent of becoming facts, 

as they started to influence how adolescents actually behaved. 

An example of this influence would the impact of Granville Stanley Hall’s definition of 

adolescence as a biological period of ‘Strunm and Drang’ or storm and stress (3). The belief 

that adolescence is turbulent has influenced society and the media to the extent that 

adolescent troubles are expected and even justified. However, some detractors claimed that 

adolescence could be a calm period and that turbulences should not be expected or justified 

(Coleman; Arnett). However, Hall’s theory of adolescents being immature and irresponsible 

is a widely accepted trait of adolescence. Natalie Bolzan’s study supports this claim as it 

reported that 54% of the surveyed adults believed adolescents to be in need of help and 

supervision (102). A clear example would be the media’s treatment of millennials, who are 

all too frequently blamed for the downfall of society (Friedman) and for ‘killing’ numerous 

traditions, such as marriage or even divorce (Miller). 

All in all, there are many facts that lead to the conclusion that adolescence is a social 

construct. The most evident one is its sudden appearance in the Western world, which 

together with the lack of specific limiting markers contribute to the public’s misconceptions 

on such a crucial period. 

2.5. Adolescence Nowadays 

From the moment adolescence was coined, teenagers’ behaviours and expectations have 

evolved adapting to their social context. At first, thanks to the industrial revolution, 

adolescents had more job opportunities than today’s teenagers, who live in a period of 

recession in which finding a job and being qualified for it seems nearly impossible. However, 

despite these changes in society, teenagers are often expected to succeed as their 

progenitors, who lived in a period of prosperity. Moreover, whereas in the past college 

seemed to be an advantage when looking for a job, now it is often considered the minimum 

level of education instead of something exceptional. Furthermore, tuition prizes have 

increased in the last decades, making it more difficult for teenagers to access it (L. Green 

11). However, college is not their only concern, as they are also stressed by the pressure of 

getting a successful job (Aronson 65). All these expectations and at the same time the 

difficulties to reach them, create an extreme pressure on young adults, who are at a 

vulnerable period and may not know how to cope with it.  

Many scholars considered the twenties to be the age in which adolescence ended, as it is the 

peak of physical development. Nevertheless, the harsher competition in studies and 

employment delays independent living and family formation for teenagers, who even after 
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reaching 25 and having a degree must stay with their parents due to their low economic 

income or the lack of employment opportunities (L. Green 11). These difficulties have 

changed this generation’s life course and raise the question whether someone can be 

considered an adult if they have never lived alone or cannot provide for themselves. Due to 

these changes, many social markers of adolescence are now outdated: university is no 

longer a rite of passage into adulthood, as many postgraduates must stay at home (Hilpern), 

nor marriage, as the mean age for marriage rose from 20 in the 60s to 28 in 2018 in the 

United States (“Historical Marital Status Tables”). 

Social changes also affect the socially constructed expectations concerning specific ages, and 

although some previous claims are still legitimate, many others are no longer accurate. An 

example would be the 20th-century-established life pattern, which dictated that people got 

married during their 20s, had children, and if the woman was working, she was usually 

expected to leave her career and focus on her family. Now, many individuals defy these 

expectations by marrying and having children later in their lives, or not doing it at all, as 

they do not conceptualize adulthood through old markers (marriage, employment, 

parenthood) but through their psychological actions, such as taking responsibility for their 

behaviour (Cote and Bynner 261). However, despite the changes in the mentality of the 21st-

century teenagers, their parents still judge them according to their own experiences, which 

together with peer relationships, has been studied to deeply affect one’s development into 

adulthood (Maccoby 4). 

The difficulty of setting clear boundaries for adolescence and the changes in the life course 

have prompted the need for a new term to define the stage when the individual is no longer 

a teenager, but neither a complete adult. Now, the term ‘Young Adulthood’ is used to refer 

to this transitional stage (L. Green 119). Sociology considers it to continue until the mid 

twenties, when individuals reach their peak physical and psychological state and meet 

people with differing perspectives from their own families. The combination of a peak 

condition and the opportunity to broaden their understanding helps young adults create an 

adult identity of their own, without their inner circle’s influence. The creation of 

independent identity is often considered the final task of adolescence before adulthood, 

which has been studied to occur right after college (Waterman 8), during Young Adulthood.  

Overall, young adulthood is considered a period of intellectual and physical maturation, and 

a moment in which individuals differentiate themselves from their families in order to 

create a separate adult identity. Despite being considered more adults than teenagers, 

young adults are still learning to adapt to unfamiliar circumstances, which together with 
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being constrained by multiple disadvantages and being expected to excel in every situation 

makes them prone to being stressed and disoriented about their real identity and the future 

they want. 

2.6. Literary Representations of Adolescence and Young Adulthood 

Adolescence became popular at the beginning of the 20th century and it inspired a new 

literary genre, which is now called Young Adult Literature (YAL). Portraits of adolescence 

and of the process of growing up are found in all literary genres, including fiction and 

nonfiction. However, YAL has become to be recognized as a singular contemporary genre 

within the so-called popular narratives.  

YAL’s most obvious predecessor is the so-called Bildungsroman, which translates to ‘a novel 

of formation’. The Bildungsroman usually focuses on the changes and growth the 

protagonist suffers in his journey from youth to adulthood. Although the term became 

widely popular in the 19th century thanks to Wilhelm Dilthey, it was coined in Germany by 

philologist Karl Morgenstern in 1819 (Iversen 22). However, there are texts from earlier 

periods that could be considered the Bildunsgroman’s precursor, such as the anonymous 

1554 Spanish novella La Vida de Lazarillo de Tormes y de Sus Fortunas y Adversidades, which 

narrates how a young boy became a man. As the centuries went by, the genre spread from 

Germany to France and Britain, were it became widely popular in the 19th century with 

novels such as Emma by Jane Austen (1815) or David Copperfield by Charles Dickens (1850). 

From then on, it became a world-wide popular genre and many Bildungsroman novels are 

considered literary classics, such as The Catcher in the Rye (Salinger 1951), which focuses 

on a boy’s sexual maturity, or Lord of the Flies (Golding 1954), which focuses on how 

children behave when they are isolated from society. Nowadays, it is dominating the film 

industry, as many blockbusters are adaptations of YA novels, such as The Fault in Our Stars 

(J. Green 2013) or The Hunger Games trilogy (Collins 2008; 2009; 2010), which are widely 

consumed by teenage audiences.  

A Bildungsroman usually narrates an individual’s ‘coming of age’ process, whose goal is 

maturity or independence, which is often achieved gradually and with difficultly. Although 

there may be different topics, the main conflict of the story is usually between the 

protagonist and society, which is solved at the end when the protagonist accepts the values 

of society and he is accepted by it. Moreover, the protagonist usually has an epiphany or 

solves a conflict (with either himself or someone else) that makes him gain a new outlook 

and mature, which leads him to adulthood. Nevertheless, there are several subgenres and 

variations deriving from the Bildungsroman. An example would be the Entwicklungsroman, 
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also called ‘development novel’, which focuses on general growth rather than on the 

individual, or the Erziehungsroman, also called ‘education novel’ which focuses on the 

protagonist’s training and formal schooling (Jost 99).  

The rising popularity of this genre, both in novels and in movies, is the clear evidence that 

YAL is worthy of study and consideration. For many years, YAL has been considered a lesser 

genre of literature. However, with its rise of popularity numerous studies have been 

conducted to determine its importance, to the extent of claiming its benefits when taught in 

the classroom. Sarah K. Herz and Donald R. Gallo claim that YAL connects with its readers 

as it deals with real problems that are central to their lives and that it “helps teenagers in 

their search for understanding the complex world of today” (xvi). Therefore, YAL will be 

this project’s focus of study to understand teenagers’ perspective on adulthood, not only 

due to its truthful representation of teenagers’ behaviour and feelings, but also due to the 

great influence it can have on its millions of readers. 

The selected novels for this dissertation have protagonists who are about to attend college 

or in their first year at university, and all of them face similar pressures for this reason. At 

the same time, they have been chosen for their heterogeneous socio-cultural backgrounds, 

which can lead to interesting contrasts in the analysis, and also for their potential impact on 

young readers. Hence, The Problem with Forever has been chosen for its representation of 

both the upper-middle and low economic classes, American Panda has been chosen for its 

representation of a culture drastically different from the American one expressed in the 

other two novels, and The Perks of Being a Wallflower has been chosen for its divergent 

message of focusing on the present.  
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3. The Problem with Forever, by Jennifer L. Armentrout 

3.1. Introduction to the Novel 

The Problem with Forever is a novel written by Jennifer L. Armentrout in 2016 narrating a 

contemporary teenage girl’s life with which she won the 2017 RITA Award for Young Adult 

Fiction. This novel will be analysed as a rich source of contemporary examples adolescents’ 

thoughts on growing up and adulthood as, thanks to the complexity and variety of 

characters, there is a wide range of perspectives to consider. On the one hand, the 

expectations and choices of a middle-to-upper class teenage girl, and on the other hand, the 

different expectations and choices that affect her working class friends.  

The Problem with Forever is a contemporary Bildungsroman which narrates the changes 

Mallory Dodge, a 17 years-old girl, suffers on her journey to adulthood. Mallory spent most 

of her childhood in an abusive foster home, being punished severely whenever she made 

loud noises. This conditioned her to avoid making any noise in order to be safe, to the extent 

that she stopped talking, even when Doctors Rosa and Carl adopted her. Eventually, Mallory 

gains some confidence and enrols in a public high school instead of being home-schooled, 

marking the beginning of her arduous journey to adulthood surrounded by her fears from 

the past. Said fears make ordinary situations, such as sitting with your friends at lunch, seem 

terrifying to Mallory, exemplifying Green’s theory on the discrepancy between biological 

and psychological age (29), as she and her classmates are 17, but they are at different 

moments of personal growth. However, thanks to these new experiences Mallory explores 

other opportunities for her future and defies her parents’ expectations.  

The main secondary character in the novel is Mallory’s childhood friend, Rider. Although 

Rider and Mallory lived in the same foster home and suffered the same abuse, Rider does 

not seem to be conditioned to keep silent or to suffer from PTSD. Nevertheless, Rider was 

not adopted and the constant change of fosters deeply affected him. Although he now lives 

in a good foster home, Mrs. Luna, his foster mother, is by no means wealthy, so Rider does 

not share Mallory’s peace of mind when it comes to financial issues. It is due to these 

changes that Rider, together with Mrs. Luna’s grandsons, Hector and Jayden, has an 

extremely divergent perspective on the future and adults.  

Finally, there is also a varied representation of adult characters. The main adult characters 

are Rosa and Carl, Mallory’s parents, who cannot be classified as either positive or negative 

adult representations, but rather as complex and changing. Other adult characters which 

are easier to classify are the social workers who abandoned Mallory and Rider in their 
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childhood, or Mrs. Luna and Mr. Santos, who try to help them achieve a better future, who 

represent clearly extreme cases of negative and positive adulthood.  

In The Problem with Forever there are many interesting aspects to be analysed, such as the 

novel's portrayal of the adolescent internal turmoil or the effects of PTSD in the novel's 

children. However, this chapter focuses on three main aspects which are directly associated 

with the main research questions that this dissertation explores: the portrayal of adult 

characters as representations of adulthood from a YA perspective; the kinds of social 

pressure that adults exert on the young adults; and the social or cultural factors which shape 

the young characters' views of the growing up process.  

3.2. The Novel's Representation of Adulthood from a YA Perspective 

One of the main focus of study of this novel is the representation of adult characters from a 

YA narrator’s perspective. Although it has been argued that this literary representation does 

not adhere to real life adults (Storck and Culter 295), literature can always affect readers’ 

opinions. Hence, it is worthy to analyse if these characters resemble their real life images 

and how it could affect teenagers’ opinions.  

In The Problem with Forever there is a varied portrayal of adult characters as positive 

figures, that is to say, as understanding, supporting and just or negative representations, 

which would be those paternalizing, overprotective and classicist characters. In a general 

sense, some adults are easily perceived as negative representations due to their 

ineffectiveness to protect children, such as Mallory’s foster parents for their acts, or the 

social workers and teachers for ignoring the situation. Nevertheless, the main adult 

characters have a more in-depth portrayal and troublesome classification as 

representations of adulthood and society.  

There are two adult characters usually characterized from a positive perspective. These are 

Mrs. Luna, Rider’s foster mother, and Mr. Santos, the speech teacher in high school. Mrs. 

Luna is described as a hard-working woman with a big heart. Although she fosters Rider for 

the state money, she treats him as one of her own, as evidenced by the pictures on the walls 

of Hector, Jayden and Rider together (96). Moreover, Rider is conscious of that, as he knows 

that Mrs. Luna would adopt him if it were not for her economic situation. This loving and 

caring nature renders Mrs. Luna a positive adult who adolescents respect and trust.  

Mr. Santos is portrayed as a positive adult from his first appearance. Santos is always 

respectful and does not get angry when his students make mistakes or use crude language, 

but rather jokes with them and continues the lesson, which Frank Hart’s study determined 
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a favourable teaching attitude (48). Santos teaches speech class, which is problematic for 

Mallory due to her childhood conditioning. However, he solves it by letting her give her 

speeches alone in his office, and does not ask her intrusive questions like the rest of adults, 

which Mallory appreciates. Due to his ordinary response and understanding, Mallory 

considers him a reliable and understanding adult with whom she can talk when needed. 

However, Mr. Santos’ positive behaviour towards his students is better perceived with his 

actions concerning Rider, as he helps him throughout the novel in different ways. First, 

Santos managed to stop the school from suspending Rider after he painted some graffiti on 

the school walls, and even tried to make it something profitable for Rider’s future by making 

him expose his art in a gallery. Moreover, he is constantly offering to listen to Rider if needed 

and reassuring him that he is capable of having a better future if he just works hard. This 

individual attention and understanding to all his students contribute to Rider describing 

him as an adult who “[p]ays attention. […] Doesn’t see what others do. […] He doesn’t just 

see neighbourhoods and addresses or any of that crap” (275). 

Although the US educational system has improved in terms of equality and class hierarchy 

in the last decades, it is not perfect (Hochschild 821). At Lands High, Mallory’s high school, 

many teachers treat students unequally because of their social class, which Hart also 

determined to be one of the most negative characteristic of a teacher (13). That is to say, 

that students who live at the less developed part of town are not expected attend classes or 

study but rather take drugs and be problematic. An evident example would be when the 

school calls Mallory’s parents when she misses one class, but not Mrs. Luna when Rider 

misses most of his classes. Principal Washington’s opinion on Rider, to whom he says that 

“[i]t’s a shame you don’t take that quick wit and apply it to your studies, but that would be 

expecting too much,” (235) is also an example of social class division in high school. 

Washington’s question implies that he knows of Rider’s intelligence but, since he lives in the 

economically disadvantaged side of town, he will not use it and therefore, helping him is a 

waste of time. This indifference for Rider’s misbehaviour could be a reflection of the 

influence of Hall’s definition of adolescence as a turbulent period, which promotes the 

disregard of adolescents’ problems (Hall 3). 

In The Problem with Forever there is a clear dichotomy in the portrayal of teachers. The 

different teachers coincide with Don Hamachek’s categorization (341): on the one hand, 

there are the ‘good’ teachers, considered ‘human’, as they support, understand and laugh 

with the students, and who often affect their students favourably (Reed 174), as it is the 

case with Santos; and on the other hand, there are the ‘bad’ teachers, who represent an 
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authoritative and strict figure, as Washington does. Amy Cummins claims that many novels, 

such as this one, create a dichotomy with teachers to highlight adolescents’ response 

towards their different attitudes (38). She also claims that this dichotomy can be used to 

reinforce and promote the positively-perceived teaching attitude amongst society (37). 

Other adult characters with a complex psychological construction are Mallory’s adoptive 

parents. Carl and Rosa are portrayed both as positive and negative representations of 

adults. Overall, Mallory and Rider consider them positive adults for their capacity to provide 

them with food and protection. Nevertheless, Carl is portrayed extremely negatively when 

concerning his daughter's higher education. He refuses to listen to Mallory and pushes her 

towards a degree he deems acceptable, constantly stressing the importance of a good salary 

to cover her student loans over what she wants. Although Mallory recognizes the 

importance of money, she does not want to choose her degree according to financial 

security. Nevertheless, researchers (Schmitt and Boushey), and interviewed students 

(Wragg and Provenzano) claim that the probability to get a job and its salary are 

determinant factors when choosing a career. Carl’s overprotective attitude characterizes 

him as a negative representation of adulthood. Moreover, this fictional representation 

coincides with Bolzan’s study results, which claim that half of the adult population consider 

adolescents to be in need of direct supervision (102). Although Carl’s advice, as it is the case 

with other parents, is to protect Mallory and provide her with a better future, this behaviour 

has been reported to distance parents and children, as children believe their desires and 

opinions are dismissed and it becomes another source of stress (Deb et al. 26).  

On the other hand, Carl and Rosa are also portrayed as positive representations of 

adulthood. This representation is mostly applied to Rosa, who Mallory sees as someone 

calm and understanding. While Carl dismisses Mallory’s opinions, Rosa asks Mallory if she 

really wants a scientific career (168). Moreover, there are other situations that exemplify 

Rosa’s support, as when she understands Mallory’s need to talk to Rider or when she lets 

her go to a party (263). Mothers are usually perceived as permissive and less authoritarian 

(Mckinney et al. 3744), as it is the case with Rosa. However, when at least one parent is 

authoritative, as Carl is, there are more positive outcomes for the child, such as attending 

college (Mckinney and Renk 807), which Mallory eventually does.  

This fictional portrayal of adult characters reflects teenagers’ contemporary perceptions of 

adults, which seems quite complex. On the one hand, there are favourably depicted adults, 

who are trustful and help them develop their identities, as it is the case with Mr. Santos. On 

the other hand, adults are classists who favour academic and economic status and represent 
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the authority adolescents despise, as it is the case with Carl. These fictional adolescents 

seem to regard adults as a source of oppression and not understanding, even if their 

behaviour is fuelled by their need to protect them.  

3.3. Academic and Economic-Centred Expectations 

The Problem with Forever is a faithful representation of the pressure young adults are 

subjected to nowadays. This section will analyse the novel’s representation of the economic 

pressure they receive to have a self-sustainable future, the fear of parental disappointment 

and the consequences of the pressure to attend and succeed in college, all of which have 

been studied as determinant factors for teenage stress (Aronson 58).  

Economic stability seems a determinant factor for many young adults who start to consider 

the kind of future they want (Prince 171). This is Hector’s case, who started working at 

McDonald’s at an early age in order to help at home and save money to attend technical 

college and get a better-paid job (186). Mallory seeks economic stability through college, 

which she considers crucial to earn a living and is Carl’s main concern when choosing a 

scientific degree, as it implies a secure, high-salary job. These beliefs perpetuate the idea of 

college as the only way to success, which is now being slowly debunked but is still present 

in many homes (Chester 235), as exemplified in this novel.  

Carl E. Pickhardt claims that parental disappointment arises at the end of adolescence and 

beginning of young adulthood, as it is when children start to deviate from their parents’ plan 

(36). Many adolescents, afraid of the consequences of parental disappointment, choose to 

follow a path that will fulfil their parents’ expectations even if not their own. This fear is 

clearly exemplified by Mallory’s actions, such as her choice of degree, as she refuses to tell 

her parents she does not want to work in a laboratory, or her reluctance to talk to Rider at 

first, as she knows that Carl would not like it (25).  

The value of money and the fear to disappoint parents seem determinant factors for the 

stress adolescents suffer in the novel. Usually, these factors converge when discussing 

college, as adolescents have to balance what they want, the high-salary job opportunities a 

degree can offer, and their parents’ wishes when choosing a degree. The novel’s young adult 

characters consider money, college and parental disappointment crucial. This belief is 

exemplified when Mallory says:  

College meant, […] hopefully, that I would eventually get a job and would have a life where I 

didn’t have to worry about my next meal or have to rely on someone to take care of me. 

College was freedom. […] I want to go to college. And Rosa and Carl… they want that too (67).  
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Although Mallory and Rider go to college, they do not succumb to parental expectations. 

That is to say, they choose to study degrees they love, social services and art, respectively, 

even if they may not have a high salary in their future and it is against the desires of the 

adults in their lives. Moreover, Pickhardt found that parents who accept their children’s 

desires are more likely to reinforce their bond and relation (196), as it happens in the novel 

when Carl accepts Mallory’s choice. 

3.4. The Effects of Childhood on Adolescence 

The characters’ opinions on growing up and on adults seem widely influenced by their social 

background and childhood, which proves the claim that someone’s childhood determines 

their future (White and Klein 231). The influence of the characters' social background and 

past experiences can be appreciated in their opinions and, although the narration of this 

book is mostly chronological, through the multiple flashbacks to Mallory’s and Rider’s past.  

These flashbacks explain adolescents’ opinions on adulthood and their perception of adult 

characters. However, they also justify adult behaviour, as for example Carl’s. Carl lost his 

brother to a drug problem in their childhood neighbourhood. This experience affects both 

his opinion on Rider, who is from a similar neighbourhood, and on college, since it was his 

escape. As for adolescent characters, Mallory and Rider are affected by their abusive 

childhood, as Mallory is afraid of disobeying her parents, and Rider distrusts all adults 

figures in his life.  

The effects of the social background can be clearly seen with the working class characters. 

Hector and Rider, who live in a problematic neighbourhood, distrust teachers and adults, as 

they have never tried to help them or those in a similar situation. Nevertheless, Mallory, 

who escaped the abuse and lives with a loving family, can differentiate between those adults 

who cannot we trusted and those who actually care and want to help. Moreover, teenagers 

are also affected by their background in the sense that they tend to reproduce what they 

witness at home (Duggan et al., 14). An example would be Jayden, who sold drugs as it was 

what his cousins did (347), or Mallory, who has been instilled the importance of college by 

Carl and Rosa, and tries to convince Rider to go to college as she also believes it to be the 

best way to attain a successful future (327).  

Studies show that childhood residences can also determine children’s outcomes as young 

adults. R. Jean Haurin’s results prove that two-parents families provide an advantage for 

adolescents, as they are more likely to graduate high school and not commit crimes (847). 

An example would be Mallory, who always had the opportunity of going to college and never 

considered behaving against the law. However, children from single or non-intact families 
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are more prone to present behavioural and delinquency (Dornbusch et al. 331). An example 

of these statistics would be Jayden, who lives with his grandmother, a non-intact family, and 

used to sell marihuana and even considered dropping out of school.  

The characters’ past has affected their opinions as teenagers, mainly their perception of 

adults as authoritative and adulthood as a duty, not an enjoyable period. Nevertheless, most 

characters suffer an evolution thanks to which they change their opinion. Carl eventually 

accepts Rider, who accepts the benefits of going to college, and Mallory manages to 

overcome her childhood traumas and fights for an adulthood she will actually enjoy. This 

evolution is also exemplified with Mallory’s speech, as she goes from barely uttering two 

words together to giving a full speech in front of her classmates.  

3.5. Conclusion 

The teenagers in The Problem with Forever represent the idea of adolescence as a period of 

intellectual and physical maturation in which they create their own identities through many 

hardships. These hardships are enhanced by the academic and parental pressure they 

undergo to achieve success in the future, which is highly relatable to contemporary 

adolescents (Deb et al. 27).  

This pressure enhances adolescents’ negative opinion on adults and adulthood, to the extent 

that adults become opposing characters and adulthood becomes an important life stage 

which inspires anxiety rather than excitement. These young adults seem to overcome their 

aversion to adulthood by listening to themselves, or their classmates, and following their 

instinct on what they want. Mallory decides to become a social worker and Rider studies 

art, neither the degrees intended for them in the beginning nor the financially secure option. 

In a way, their choices are a middle ground for what it is expected of them, going to college, 

and what they want, help others or study art. By the end of the novel, these teenagers have 

created their own 'adult' identity and have decided the kind of grown-up person they want 

to be, which reinforces the understanding of adolescence as a period of self-discovery 

(Waterman 5). Usually, they reach this conclusion by opposing those who restrain them and 

acknowledging the new opinions around them, as Mallory and Rider do.  
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4. American Panda, by Gloria Chao 

4.1. Introduction to the Novel 

American Panda is a novel written by Gloria Chao in 2018. Although this is her first novel, 

she has received multiple positive reviews for her writing and accurate representation of 

reality. American Panda has been claimed to be “the perfect coming of age story” by Kerri 

Maniscalco and has won several prizes targeted to young adult readers such as Booklist’s 

Best Debut YA Book of 2018 (“American Panda”). In the book’s author’s note, Chao explains 

that most of the situations narrated in the novel are either autobiographical or have been 

told to her by her friends, who share a similar upbringing. It is thanks to her honesty and 

the constant inflections of the Chinese culture, such as their traditions or idioms, that other 

American-Chinese readers consider this book authentic. Although American Panda is mostly 

focused on Mei’s experiences and opinions, there are also brief mentions and encounters 

with other characters that help exemplify a brief contrast with other teenagers or cultures.  

American Panda is a Bildungsroman which follows Mei Lu’s journey to adulthood by facing 

her parents and fears in order to discover herself. Although Mei, the main character and 

narrator, is a seventeen-year-old adolescent, she is already attending college at MIT, as her 

parents decided that it was best for her to skip a grade in school in order to be successful 

earlier in her life. Although her parents were born and raised in Taiwan, Mei is the first 

generation to be born in America and therefore, to be raised under both cultures. This 

creates a generational distance that will be the source of many conflicts throughout the 

story, together with Mei’s germaphobia and the apparition of her disowned brother, Xing. 

At the end of the novel, Mei will have to choose between her parents and their plans for her 

future, namely, to be a doctor and marry a Taiwanese Ivy Leaguer, or disobeying her parents 

to achieve what she wants, risking dishonour.  

There are other characters aside from Mei who help exemplify the contrast between the 

different ages and cultures in the book. As for teenagers, there is Darren, who is American-

Japanese but is not as repressed by his culture, or even Mei’s friend Helen, who had a similar 

upbringing to Mei’s but without as many limitations. As for adult characters, Mei’s parents 

and family are the perfect example of overprotective and controlling adults. Nevertheless, 

there are also brief mentions to young adult characters, such as her brother Xing or the 

infamous Ying-Na, who seem to be closer to her in personality and opinions than the adults.  

American Panda could be studied as a representation of the Chinese-American culture or as 

an example of the generational differences there can be in the adaptation process of the 

change of culture. Nevertheless, this chapter focuses on teenagers’ perception of adults and 
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adulthood, society’s expectations on young adults, and how childhood and culture can affect 

characters’ opinions.  

4.2. Young Adult’s Perception of Adult Characters  

One of the most shocking aspects of American Panda is the portrayal of the adult characters 

in relation to Mei. This relationship seems to reaffirm the Chinese stereotype of extremely 

strict and demanding parents. In a general sense, in American Panda there are more 

negatively than favourably portrayed adult characters. That is to say, most adult characters 

are perceived as paternalizing, overprotective and an oppressive authority against which to 

rebel, with only Mei’s mother evolving into a more understanding adult. Nevertheless, other 

briefly mentioned adult characters show a very different portrayal, as they seem to defend 

and support their children instead of threatening and controlling them. 

The main adult character with an in-depth representation is Mei’s mother. There are two 

main aspects to consider when analysing her: first, her obsessive behaviour towards Mei, 

mainly focused on beauty, and second, Mrs. Lu’s obsession of her daughter becoming a 

doctor and marrying. Although appreciation of beauty is common in every culture, the 

extreme popularity of plastic surgery in China has been fuelled by the cease of the “iron rice 

bowl” in the 1980s, which consisted in government-assigned jobs for college graduates, as 

it instigates more competition when applying for a job (153). Wen Hua explains in Buying 

Beauty that beauty has become capital in China (156). That is to say, that many female 

college students undergo dangerous interventions, such as the extremely popular double 

eye-lid surgery, in order to be more beautiful and have more opportunities to get a job. Mrs. 

Lu’s obsession is perceived from her first appearance, when she comments on the 

importance of being beautiful and drinking papaya juice to get larger breasts (9), a Chinese 

belief to which she adheres. This obsession with beauty, which is the source of her 

daughter’s name as ‘mĕi’ means beauty in Chinese, is so extreme that she suggests her 17-

year-old daughter to get eye-lid surgery (17) and even forbids her from wearing much 

needed glasses (9). Mrs. Lu’s obsession has probably been enhanced by her culture’s 

appreciation of beauty and the current need to be beautiful in order to be successful, as she 

wants her daughter to have a successful future and she deems beauty fundamental to 

achieve it.  

Moreover, Mrs. Lu is also obsessed with planning Mei’s future, which is also exemplified in 

their first interaction. Mrs. Lu discusses the need of finding a husband for Mei, and she even 

finds the ‘perfect’ husband for her daughter, Eugene, a Taiwanese boy studying to become 

a doctor (14). Although arranged marriages are not as popular in China as they were in the 
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past, they are still a current tradition of their culture. Moreover, one of the main aspects of 

an arranged marriage is that the daughter must abide to her parents’ decision as a sign of 

obedience (Higgins et al. 77), which is deemed extremely important for the Lu family and 

therefore, expected from Mei.  

Furthermore, Mrs. Lu is constantly micromanaging her daughter’s life. Throughout the 

novel, there are constant calls from Mrs. Lu, checking where Mei is, and visits to college, to 

make sure Mei is following her plan. These calls and visits make Mrs. Lu a constant 

controlling presence in her daughter’s life, which is enhanced with Mrs. Lu’s transcribed 

voicemails to Mei before every single chapter in which she reminds her daughter about the 

importance of beauty or studying medicine. This control exceeds expectations when Mrs. 

Lu calls the police saying Mei has been missing for days and could be dead just for not 

answering her phone (35). Although these actions seem completely disproportioned from 

a Western perspective, Mei believes it to be her mother’s way of showing affection (5), as it 

is extremely common in China. These moms are called ‘Tiger Moms’ and their parenting 

style is extremely controlling and success-oriented, mainly because their self-worth 

depends on their children’s achievements (Guo 50). Although these parenting styles may 

have incredible academic results, they also have devastating effects on the children’s mental 

health (Odenweller et al. 411), as it is the case with Mei, who was able to skip a grade in 

primary school, but is limited in social situations by her anxiety and self-esteem problems.  

Although Mrs. Lu is depicted as a traditional, obedient wife, she eventually defies her 

husband and chooses her daughter’s side, setting a great example for Mei. For example, she 

tells Mei where her grandmother’s funeral is being held at so she can go pay her respects, 

despite the fact that Mei’s father has disowned her and consequently, there should be no 

communication between them (236). She also keeps visiting her daughter despite her 

husband’s reluctance, accepts her daughter’s opinions and lets her change her degree to 

economics and date a non-Taiwanese boy (251). Pickhardt claims that when parents are 

able to let go of the image they had planned for their children and accept what they actually 

want, their relationship can be mended (217), as it is the case in American Panda. Moreover, 

this psychological change in Mrs. Lu’s middle age evidences the Principle of Life-Span 

Development, which claims that development never stops and therefore, one can 

experience fundamental changes at any age (Elder et al. 13). 

On the other hand, the rest of Mei’s family are devoted tradition followers who do not 

change their opinions. Although there are contradictory results on the Chinese father being 

authoritarian or permissive, Mei’s father would definitely not fall into the category of 
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permissive ‘Panda Dad’, which is the opposite parenting style to ‘Tiger Moms’ (Xie and Li 

285). Mr. Lu is also obsessed with Mei becoming a doctor, to the extent that when she tells 

them she cannot do it he disowns her without hearing her reasons (191). Moreover, he also 

disowned his son, Xing, simply because he was dating a woman who could have problems 

to bear children (131). From then on, he does not talk to his children again and even bans 

them from their grandmother’s funeral (243). Opposite to Mrs. Lu, he does not change his 

decision at the end of the novel, and for what can be observed at the end of the novel, his 

relationship with his children is over (274). 

Nevertheless, strict parenting is not inherent in all Chinese parents (R. K. Chao 237). Helen’s 

parents are not as success-oriented and strict as Mei’s, as they let Helen have boyfriends 

and apply to whatever college she prefers (239). Another example would be Esther’s, Xing’s 

fiancée, parents, who are not strict followers of the traditions but follow some, such as when 

the wealthiest female neighbour walks Esther to the altar to bring her fortune, despite the 

fact that they want to do it themselves as they have seen it done in the American tradition 

(225). These examples prove to Mei that her parents’ radical behaviour is not only cultural 

but rather a personal matter, and therefore, she does not regard all adults to be the same. 

On the whole, the adults in Mei’s life portray negative representations of adult age and 

adulthood. Most of her adult relatives are too traditional and strict, even oppressive. They 

do not listen to what she wants and make her follow a path for a future she cannot follow. 

Nevertheless, Mei is conscious that not all parents behave that way, which, together with 

her mother’s evolution, leads Mei to believe that not all adults are oppressive and that there 

is something more to adulthood. 

4.3. The Price of Parental Pressure 

Although teenagers may perceive pressure from different aspects of their life, such as high 

school or even society, in American Panda the main source of pressure is family. Mei’s 

parents, through subtle comments or direct criticism, are constantly imposing their opinion 

on Mei’s life and choices, as if she were in need of constant supervision. This belief confirms 

Bolzan’s claim that parents believe their teenage children to be confused, problematic and 

in dire need of supervision (102).  

The first example of parental pressure in the novel is not focused on grades but rather on 

the teenager’s female body, which is supposed to conform to certain norms of beauty. As 

stated above, Mei’s mother is constantly reminding Mei of the importance of being slim, 

healthy and beautiful by means of the popular Chinese saying that there are “no ugly 

women, only lazy women [...]” (17). This pressure follows Mei in almost every one of her 
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choices, as when she drinks hot chocolate instead of a healthier drink and feels incredibly 

guilty (32). Academic pressure is also present in the novel, as well as in real-life Chinese 

students in all grades (Ma et al. 2512). Mei suffers it from a very early age, as one of her first 

memories is from when she was 6 and got a 98 in a spelling test, and she recalls how her 

mother’s answer was “[W]here did the other 2 points go?” and also in college, as she hides 

tests graded with a B from her mother (144). 

Moreover, although Mei is in college, she is already pressured to get a successful job, which 

is common amongst college students as they start to consider job opportunities even before 

deciding their degree (Aronson 71). One of the first things Mrs. Lu tells Mei is that she is 

glad she will be a doctor, as “[d]octors always have a job. [...] So stable, so secure. And so 

respectable. That’s why we’re so happy to pay your tuition” (5). This situation represents 

the real-life pressure adolescents from all origins suffer when considering their career 

choices and their economic stability. However, Mei does not completely resent her parents, 

as she believes that they pressure her so that she can have the best future possible (96). 

Moreover, although college usually inspires fear in teenagers (L. Green 15), for Mei it 

represents a way to escape her family and gain independence (158). The perception of 

college as a period of independence is quite common amongst adolescents (Mulder and 

Clark 983), especially those who have controlling parents like Mei.  

This parental and academic pressure determines Mei’s behaviours and feelings in multiple 

situations. She has to hide from her parents that she is teaching at a dance school, even 

though it brings her joy, or the fact that she is dating Darren, who is Japanese and not 

Taiwanese (28). Depression and anxiety have been studied as common consequences of 

Chinese parents’ high expectations (Ma et al. 2511), which is exactly Mei’s outcome. She 

feels extremely guilty due to the lies and secrets she hides, which together with the need to 

be academically perfect make her feel as if “pressure was boxing me in, restricting my 

airflow” or as a dumpling too full about to explode (97). Eventually, she does explode and 

cannot continue coping with that sort of parenting and envisioned adulthood.  

4.4. Childhood as Determinant Factor of Adulthood 

Recent studies claim that childhood is a determinant factor for adult development. That is 

to say, childhood experiences and cultural values may affect one’s choices and behaviour in 

the future (Gieryn 472). In American Panda, many of the characters’ identities seem 

determined by their childhood. Although the character that is most obviously affected by 

her childhood is Mei, the protagonist, her parents are also good examples of this 

phenomenon.  
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Mei has been conditioned to obey her parents from the moment she was born. She was 

always told of the importance of listening to her parents and of the consequences of not 

doing so. A recurrent example of these consequences would be the hovering presence of her 

brother’s disownment. This controlling nature coincides with Ching-Yu Soar Huang’s study, 

which concluded that Taiwanese mothers, such as Mrs. Lu, were the most controlling ones 

of the sample he studied (Taiwanese, immigrant Chinese and English) (17). Therefore, Mrs. 

Lu is probably reproducing her own upbringing and applying it to her children. 

The effects of childhood can often be negative (Abelman 5), as it is the case of Mei’s father. 

Mr. Lu was born and raised in Taiwan, he absorbed its culture and traditions and then taught 

them to his children. However, there are some instances which affected his parenting style, 

such as his having been a victim of child abuse. Mei’s grandmother told her how Mr. Lu was 

punished by his father by being belted and burned with a cigar (86). Furthermore, Mr. Lu’s 

family did not tell him his father passed away so as to not upset him during his exams (41). 

These experiences may have been determinant factors for Mr. Lu’s stern and education-

focused parenting style, as he is reproducing his own upbringing. Moreover, although Mrs. 

Lu changes and adapts the future she had planned for Mei to her daughter’s actual wishes, 

Mr. Lu does not, probably because of his strict upbringing. That is to say, that he cannot face 

the idea of abandoning his traditions, as he has suffered tremendously obeying them 

(disowning his children) and it would mean that his hardships were unnecessary.  

Finally, culture per se seems to be a determinant factor of parents’ behaviour, expectations 

and parenting style (Ferguson et al. 732). At some point, Mei defends her parents’ behaviour 

by explaining that they were raised under the education of Confucius’s Twenty-Four Filial 

Exemplars (121). The Confucian doctrine entails that children should exert themselves to 

the outmost in the service of their parents in providing satisfaction, and in showing 

reverence and obedience (Confucius 2). These Confucian Exemplars claim, for example, that 

a son should melt the ice of a lake with his body for his father to be able to fish. Although 

these exemplars seem too radical from a Western perspective, Mei’s family believes in them 

and tries to honour them by abiding to their teachings in their parenting style.  

These extremely different childhoods are the source of most differences between Mei and 

her parents. Mr. Lu was raised under strict rules and obeying his elders, but Mei has been 

raised in a permissive culture that allows divergences from the family. Those differences 

make Mei feel she cannot relate or talk with the adults in her life as it is as if they were “from 

two different worlds [...]” (241). This idea conforms with Green’s claim that each generation 

experiences the life course in a different way (2), which can originate misunderstandings.  
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4.5. Conclusion 

American Panda is a perfect example of the Bildungsroman genre, as it depicts the growing 

up process of a young character who goes through certain hardships to reach self-identity. 

Moreover, it is written with a first person narrator, which helps YA readers identify with the 

experiences and problems depicted in the novel. Although there are only two detailed adult 

characters portrayed, Mr. and Mrs. Lu, both are in fact represented in a negative sense. They 

are controlling, obsessed with the importance of grades and becoming a doctor and do not 

listen to the adolescent whose future they are planning. Moreover, they are also the main 

sources of pressure and stress for the protagonist, which only heightens their negative 

representation. The novel also depicts childhood and culture as the sources for this sort of 

behaviour and opinions, as Mei understands why her parents act that way but she is still 

affected by it.  

The message YA readers could get from this novel is that adults are strict figures against 

which rebel in order to discover and achieve what they actually desire. Moreover, it also 

conveys the idea that the path to self-identity and adulthood is very arduous, as Mei faces 

various challenges throughout the novel, but that it is worthy at the end, as she gets the 

future she wanted, being able to dance and work in economics, not medicine. Self-identity 

and independence seem adolescence’s ultimate goal (Waterman 5). Nevertheless, they also 

seem the main reason why, once found, teenagers do not see adulthood as daunting but 

rather a period of evolution and development. Mei suffers this change of mentality once she 

is able to imagine a future in which she owns a dance studio and does not work at a hospital. 
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5. The Perks of Being a Wallflower, by Stephen Chbosky 

5.1. Introduction to the Novel 

The Perks of Being a Wallflower is a coming-of-age epistolary novel written by Stephen 

Chbosky in 1999. Although it is not set in the 21st as the other novels, it still narrates 

truthfully a teenager’s experiences and has been widely acclaimed (Bickmore and 

Youngblood 251). It received varied reviews after its publication, some denouncing it for 

being too explicit. Nevertheless, it has been included in several school reading lists and has 

gathered a large following (Ryzik) to the extent that it has become the study case of many 

scholars for its truthful portrayal of varied topics (Monaghan; Wasserman). Particularly, it 

has been compared to The Catcher in the Rye (Salinger 1951), both for the plot and its impact 

on readers. Nevertheless, Charlie seems more relatable than Holden to contemporary 

readers as he struggles and is more sensible (Bickmore and Youngblood 257).  

The Perks of Being a Wallflower is a Bildungsroman in which Charlie, a 15-year-old high 

school student, writes letters to a recipient referred to as ‘Dear friend’ narrating his teenage 

experiences and hardships. The novel follows Charlie as he wades through the complicated 

teenage world, having his first girlfriend, surviving the family drama, and most importantly, 

finding new friends. With these new friends and with the help of drugs, Charlie tries to 

overcome the depression he suffers for having lost his friend Michael, who committed 

suicide for unknown reasons. Along his journey to adulthood and through his search for an 

independent, adult identity, Charlie learns how to deal with new teenage common problems 

while discovering secrets from the past that will greatly impact on his present. 

There are two clear age-groups depicted in the novel. On the one hand, there is Charlie and 

his group of friends, mainly Sam and Patrick, who portray the behaviours, experiences and 

feelings of adolescence. Together, they represent teenage opinion on adulthood, college and 

the importance of friendship. On the other hand, there are Charlie’s parents, together with 

his extended family, and Bill, the literature teacher. They exemplify adult behaviour and the 

effects of childhood on adult identity. The Perks of Being a Wallflower has been widely 

studied for its relation to The Cather in the Rye and for its treatment of childhood traumas 

(Monaghan). Nevertheless, this chapter focuses on three main aspects directly aligned with 

this dissertation’s research questions: the portrayal of adult characters from a teenage 

perspective; the representation of teenagers’ projections of the future; their need for 

validation from those surrounding them; and, finally, the impact of childhood on the 

construction of identity.  
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5.2. Portrayal of Adult Characters from a Teenage Perspective 

Although The Perks of Being a Wallflower is widely centred on Charlie and his friends, there 

are instances in which adult characters are the focus of the narration, mainly his parents 

and literature teacher, but also other teachers and counsellors. Charlie’s parents are 

complex characters, as both have positive and negative traits in their portrayal. Charlie’s 

father seems extremely strict and traditional at first, hence complying with a stereotypical 

fathering role (Bach 71). An example of this traditional behaviour is reflected in his 

response to his children’s problems, telling them that someone out there is suffering more 

(6), or when he worries about his older son getting injured while playing football, not for 

his suffering but so that he can keep playing (54). This response is in direct relation to the 

belief that fathers are in charge of their sons’ expertise in sports, as if their sons’ 

achievements were linked to their worth as parents (Coakley 154). Nevertheless, Charlie 

also sees good things in him. He defines him as a good husband (18) and father, just a bit 

stern (30), which Charlie considers positive, as it is for their own protection. Charlie's 

perception of his father defies the results of some studies, which consider that strict 

parenting is not usually appreciated by children at first, but rather after success has been 

achieved (Jarrett 47). Charlie’s father defies the parental stereotype by showing his 

emotions, as when he cried during a TV show and did not hide it (20) and discussing 

important but embarrassing topics, such as the sex talk, in which he highlights the 

importance of understanding when a woman says ‘no' (132). Although some of his 

behaviour seems outdated, he mostly follows a progressive fatherhood model, that is to say, 

one in which the father is understanding, unafraid to discuss embarrassing topics and with 

a modern perspective of life (Henwood and Procter 352).  

Charlie’s mother is also a complex character. First, she seems a perpetuation of the female 

stereotype that Lynne R. Davidson describes as being a passive and silent wife and mother 

(332), as Charlie describes her as always “quiet” (14) or “on a diet” (18). Nevertheless, as 

the story develops, there are more insights to her persona and Charlie describes her as 

someone who “chooses her battles wisely” (28), as when her daughter says her boyfriend is 

her whole world and she tells her to only say that about herself. Opposite to her husband, 

she seems the parent who worries about their children’s health, as she is not only concerned 

about her older son getting injured while playing football but also about his health and 

grades (54). This worrying supports the portrayal of women as the caretaker (Kaplan 131). 

Moreover, Charlie’s mother is also the one who recognizes his moods and tries to “slow 

down” the world for him without ever pressuring him to get things done, as when they go 

to four different shops to get the perfect gift for his father (82). 
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As these and other examples show, both Charlie's parents seem very affectionate and 

supportive of their children. Although they follow the gendered stereotypes of fatherly and 

motherly roles, they are also a positive representation of modern "good parenting," insofar 

as they are involved in their children’s upbringing, which is based on understanding and 

helping (DeVore and Ginsburg 461).  

Another adult character to receive a complex characterization is Charlie’s literature teacher, 

Bill. Good teachers have been traditionally associated with dedication and putting students 

before themselves (Harris 2). Bill confers with that definition, as he is deeply committed to 

working for Charlie’s academic improvement: thus he gives him numerous books to read 

(11) and offers him assignments so that he improves his writing skills (12). Beyond his 

academic duties, Bill recommends Charlie to stop smoking (114) and even tells Charlie’s 

parents about their daughter’s abusive boyfriend (28). In fact, Charlie describes Bill as 

someone he can actually talk to as he listens without monopolizing the conversation (27). 

It is the fulfilment of those three characteristics, “[v]ocation, dedication, commitment” 

(Harris 2) that make Bill an excellent teacher and positive adult model for Charlie.  

Finally, there are brief references to other adult characters that complete Charlie’s 

perspective on adults, yet not in such a positive manner. First, Brad’s father, who is more 

interested in his performance in sports than his health, as it is the only reason why he sends 

his son to a drug-rehabilitation program (48). This behaviour reinforces the idea of fathers 

obsessed with their sons’ sport achievements. Charlie’s family is also portrayed as rowdy 

and aggressive. During Thanksgiving, everybody is shouting and there is always some sort 

of argument between his uncle and aunt (93). This behaviour could affect Charlie’s response 

to adults, but also his response to certain situations, as he is known to solve problems with 

his fists, as when he is about to be bullied (9) or when Brad punches Patrick (162).  

Charlie is also influenced by the counsellors and psychiatrists he visits. Research has shown 

that psychologists are often preferred to psychiatrists, mainly due to a lack of ‘warmth’ 

(Schindler et al. 371). Nevertheless, Charlie has contradictory feelings towards the doctors 

in his life. At first, he reproduces the belief that counsellors do not understand their teenage 

patients, as he believes they just look for an easy way out of the session rather than dealing 

with his anger (4). Charlie’s second psychiatrist also seems alien and intrusive, as Charlie 

does not understand his obsession with his childhood (111). Nevertheless, after being 

admitted in a mental institution, he is assigned to Dr. Burton, a psychiatrist he considers a 

better option as she actually understands and helps him (228). This change of mentality 
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could be thanks to Charlie's finally understanding the importance of discussing his 

childhood, as it is a period that affected him the most, even if he is not conscious of it.  

5.3. Imagining the Future 

Opposite to the previous novels, the teenagers in The Perks of Being a Wallflower seem to 

focus on the present rather than the future. Charlie does not think much about what he 

wants in the future, only when he decides he wants to be a writer, although he does not 

know what he would write about (49). This uncertainty about what he wants reinforces the 

concept of adolescence as a period of doubts and self-discovery, even if there is no definite 

answer at the end (Waterman 5). Charlie's focus on the present could be a side effect of Bill’s 

lesson to actually participate in life and not just wait for the next day (231). Charlie’s 

perspective of life could be considered to follow the widely known Carpe Diem, which seems 

to be especially important for teenagers. 21st-century teenagers also appear to want to live 

their lives to the fullest and focus only on the present, as exemplified by their recent 

adaptation of Carpe Diem to YOLO (You Only Live Once) (Krznaric 238).  

Although not related to Charlie, there are some mentions to college in the novel. The 

predominant message, which mirrors reality, is that college is extremely expensive but 

important and therefore everyone should aim for it (L. Green 11). The importance of having 

a higher education is clearly exemplified by Charlie’s grandfather, who physically and 

mentally abused his daughters, Charlie’s mother and aunt Helen, so they would work hard 

in school in order to get into college. Research shows that an extremely authoritarian 

parenting style can have positive academic achievements but also affect children’s mental 

health severely (Turner et al. 339), as it is the case with Helen’s sexual behaviour and 

Charlie’s mother’s submissive behaviour.  

A recurrent problem concerning college is its excessive prices (L. Green 12), which is 

endured by most characters. As previously mentioned, Brad and Charlie’s fathers are 

worried about their sons getting injured not for their health but so that they can keep the 

sports scholarship that enables them to go to college (48). Moreover, Charlie’s mother is 

also worried about paying for all of her three children (9), which is many parents’ fear. This 

fear is not irrational, as Charlie’s sister almost does not go to college because of the prices 

(181) and Charlie considers getting a job to help save money and pay for his tuition (185).  

Nevertheless, college seems to be perceived as a positive opportunity by Charlie’s older 

friends and sister. Patrick, as many real-life teenagers do (Mulder and Clark 982), considers 

college to be a place of innovation, freedom, acceptance and general improvement (168). 

Moreover, all of Charlie’s friends choose a degree to their likeness, without taking into 
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account its job opportunities or their parents’ opinions, which seems to ensure a more 

positive college experience, if not results (Galotti et al. 635). However, the fact that the 

adolescent characters in the novel do not choose a degree according to their parents’ 

expectations does not imply that they are not affected by them. There are several moments 

throughout the novel in which Charlie does not do certain things so as to not disappoint his 

parents. An example would be after his friend commits suicide and Charlie knows he should 

stop crying before his dad gets home so as to not disappoint him (4), or when he does not 

want to tell his mother he is feeling depressed so as to not worry her (80, 106).  

5.4. Peer Identification: Its Problems and Benefits 

A topic that has not been discussed much in the previous books, but that seems predominant 

in The Perks of Being a Wallflower and in teenage studies (Pombeni et al. 353) is how young 

adults identify more with those closer to their own age than with those who raised them. 

This is Charlie’s main reason to send the letters to a friend his own age and not talk to his 

parents, as he needs to explain his feelings to someone who “listens and understands” (3). 

Moreover, this lack of understanding from parents is deemed to be one of the reasons why 

Michael committed suicide (4).  

It is when Charlie is with his new group of friends, that he feels happy and true to himself. 

Charlie feels that Sam and Patrick are honestly interested in what he has to say, they do not 

just make idle conversation for a moment and then forget him (22) and they are not 

stranged by his behaviour but rather follow his lead and are strange with him (32). 

Moreover, Sam’s acceptance of Charlie unconsciously helps him with his unspecified mental 

disorder. For example, at a party Sam helps Charlie redirect his anger towards a car, not a 

person, as she knows he would feel terrible afterwards (35), or during one of Charlie’s drug-

induced trips, as she knows how to keep him grounded (109). Nevertheless, this moment 

also exemplifies the dangers of peer identification, as teenagers are prone to take more risks 

if they are amongst peers, especially drug-related (Albert et al. 114). Charlie falls victim to 

these statistics as he starts smoking marihuana to be part of the group (40). 

A group of friends usually validates ones feelings and ideas, which is often sought, as George 

Santayana claims that people feel pleasure when their opinions are supported and endorsed 

by others (26). Charlie seems to subscribe to this claim, as he finds great comfort in the idea 

of sharing experiences and thoughts with others. During one of his trips, Charlie has a 

moment of clarity in which he starts to consider how what he feels has already been felt by 

someone else, and the same with his books or music, someone else has already enjoyed it 

or disliked it (102). This connection seems to be of great comfort for Charlie, as it connects 
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him to people forever. Charlie’s loss of that connection with his friend Michael (41) may 

have been the cause of his drug use, as he is desperate to fit into a new group of friends and 

does whatever is necessary to experience that connection again. 

5.5. The Perpetuation of a Damaged Childhood 

Childhood has been studied to be a determinant factor for the resulting adult. There have 

been many studies focusing on the reproduction of the abusive patterns suffered by children 

once they become adults (Egeland et al. 1081), which seems a recurrent situation in The 

Perks of Being a Wallflower. One of the most striking cases that affects the protagonist is 

Aunt Helen’s. Charlie explains that Aunt Helen was molested by a family friend when she 

was a child and that when she told her parents about it, they did not believe her and the 

friend kept visiting and probably abusing her (96). Although the cycle from victim to 

victimiser is more common concerning male perpetrators, it has also been studied as a 

minority in female perpetrators (Glasser et al. 492). This is Helen’s case as she becomes the 

perpetrator, with Charlie being the victim. Another effect of abuse, in this case physical not 

sexual, is the probability to be revictimized in adulthood (Beitchman et al. 101). An example 

of this effect would be Aunt Rebecca, who was raised by an abusive father and a lenient 

mother, and who then became the victim of her multiple husbands (93). 

Nevertheless, there are some cases in which a cruel childhood has led to an avoidance of 

this childhood and therefore, an improvement in adulthood. Charlie’s father was beaten by 

his stepfather as a child, but instead of repeating the pattern he promised himself to never 

hit his children, which he did not, except for one time, for which he is still extremely 

disappointed with himself (29). Moreover, he had to drop out of college because he got his 

girlfriend pregnant, which could be the reason why he insists on attending college and the 

importance of safe sex (56). Finally, Charlie’s mother, Helen’s sister, was also physically 

abused by her father as a child, but she never rose her hand against her children, which 

evidences that a damaged childhood does not always imply a damaged adulthood.  

Research shows that a stable and emotionally supportive relationship in the future can help 

break the abuse cycle (Egeland et al. 1085). This explains why some adults in The Perks of 

Being a Wallflower such as Charlie's parents were able to break the cycle, whereas others, 

like Helen and Rebecca were not. Nevertheless, Charlie seems to place emphasis on the 

importance of personal choices and has enough strength to break the cycle himself, as he 

says that “even if we don’t have the power to choose where we come from, we can still 

choose where we go from there” (228). 
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Although Charlie values personal choices over traumas’ effects, he is also deeply affected by 

the abuse he suffered. He suffers from sexual disturbance, since he does not know how to 

react to sexual situations, as when Sam kisses him, and in a more general sense he also 

suffers anxiety, fear and has suicidal ideas. These behaviours have been studied as long-

term sequels of child sexual abuse (Beitchman et al. 102). Moreover, Charlie is also affected 

by his aunt’s suicide, as he blames himself for it. Guilt has been studied to lead people “to 

pay more attention to reparation means and to develop a more positive attitude” (Graton 

and Ric 345). This need to repair the situation can be seen with Charlie’s need to keep 

everyone’s secrets and to comply with everyone’s demands, as he did with his aunt. 

Nevertheless, at some point he cannot deal with those emotions any longer and tries to 

commit suicide.  

The Perks of Being a Wallflower exemplifies the fact that childhood experiences have shaped 

most of the characters’ behaviours and feelings, but not always in a negative way. Charlie 

has been affected by his childhood abuse to be shy and anxious, but it has not affected his 

opinion on adults, as he is able to discern between those adults who try to make a difference 

and worry about teenagers, and those who do not. All in all, Charlie seems to claim that one 

can decide to either be affected by the past or overcome it, and not let it cloud his judgment.  

5.6. Conclusion 

The Perks of Being a Wallflower offers a realistic representation of adolescence through the 

detailed and straightforward narration of many of the problems teenagers must face in this 

stage, such as making new friends or preparing for college. The novel’s representation of 

adults seems to favour those characters who adopt a ‘modern’ approach to parenting or 

education. That is to say, the teenagers in the book seem to prefer adults who understand 

them and are not afraid to show their emotions or talk about embarrassing topics, as it is 

the case with Bill or Charlie’s parents. Despite this positive representation of adulthood, 

teenage characters prefer to surround themselves with their peers, despite the possible 

negative consequences this may have for them in some cases. As for the expectations for the 

future, the teenage characters in this novel are focused on living the present and do not care 

much about what will happen next, to the extent that Charlie believes that the past can affect 

the future but not determine it, as he believes everyone can write their own future. This 

frees them from family burdens, but also renders them innocents, as they ignore the socio-

cultural elements that have constructed their identity.   
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6. Conclusions 

This project has focused on the fictional portrayal of adult characters and the opinion on 

adulthood that adolescents present in popular YAL, which has helped hypothesize why 

adolescents think or behave in a certain way. Although YAL has often been dismissed by 

scholars for being too simplistic and following a set formula, recent studies have highlighted 

its importance in the academic field and the influence it has on its readers. Moreover, since 

it is targeted towards young adults, its recurrent topics portray relatable situations for them 

which, at the same time, can influence their opinions. Hence, YAL offers a different 

perspective to adolescence, and enlightens us on contemporary adolescent conflicts.  

The analysis of three popular YA contemporary novels, The Problem with Forever, American 

Panda and The Perks of Being a Wallflower, has shown that the portrayal of adulthood in 

these novels is mostly negative at first but hopeful at the end. One of the main characteristics 

that the three novels share is the generational clash between the fictional parents and their 

children. The usual origin of this clash is the parental belief that children need constant 

supervision, which makes parents ignore their children, as it is the case in The Problem with 

Forever or American Panda. Another characteristic in common is a more understanding and 

supportive maternal figure, which renders mothers, in contrast with fathers, as positive 

examples of adulthood. This maternal figure can be found in The Problem with Forever, The 

Perks of Being a Wallflower and eventually, in American Panda. Nevertheless, no matter how 

supportive female adult characters are, all teenage characters seem to relate better to their 

peers or young adults, as they are the ones whom they usually look for in order to obtain 

advice or comfort. 

As for the portrayal of adulthood, each novel highlights the negative effects and stress that 

thinking about it generates amongst teenagers, who perceive it as an uncertain period full 

of sacrifices and unwanted outcomes. This negative portrayal of growing up is often 

influenced by the academic pressure adolescent characters suffer in the novels. Most 

characters are pressured to excel in school and choose the correct college degree, which 

often means in the field of sciences, as exemplified in The Problem with Forever or American 

Panda. Moreover, academic pressure is often heightened by parental pressure, as parents 

urge their children to behave in a certain way. Nevertheless, there always seems to be a 

message of hope, as adulthood becomes an exciting stage once adolescents make choices 

based on their own opinions. This is the case of The Problem with Forever, when Mallory 

decides to become a social worker, of American Panda, when Mei decides to study 

economics, and of The Perks of Being a Wallflower, when Charlie decides to live the present 
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without caring what others think. This lesson of empowerment can be a compelling message 

to all teenage readers and influence how they behave and perceive adulthood from then on.  

The opinions on adults and on adulthood seem influenced by the characters’ socio-cultural 

background. Therefore, these novels prove that the formation of adolescent identity is 

simultaneously participating in the adult world. The most influential elements of the context 

on a character’s adult identity are their economic stability, as exemplified in The Problem 

with Forever, their culture, as in American Panda, and their childhood traumas, as in The 

Perks of Being a Wallflower. Nevertheless, adult characters’ opinions are also influenced by 

their context, which they share with the teenage characters. This common context between 

adults and teenagers questions the idea of a generational clash as a construct or stereotype.  

Even though the main objectives of the dissertation have been fulfilled to a great extent, 

there is also room for improvement. Although each novel has been analysed by taking into 

account the study's research questions, the stylistic features of each book could have 

received more emphasis. Also, it would be intriguing to broaden these findings by analysing 

other similar contemporary YA novels to restate this project’s findings, or novels with 

different characteristics to study a broader representation of adolescence. Moreover, as YAL 

can influence its readers, it would be interesting to study how teenagers have changed their 

behaviour, beliefs or expectations concerning adulthood, after reading these books or 

similar ones, by conducting interviews before and after their reading.  

Taking into account all the evidence gathered, and to finish, I believe that YAL and 

adolescence should be more present in literary and life course studies. Through the three 

case studies examined in this dissertation, it has been proven that adolescence is a 

determinant stage for adult identity, and that, at the same time, YAL can be analysed as a 

fictional representation of adolescence. The study of YAL can certainly be helpful to 

enlighten an extremely decisive life stage which should be seen as a prologue to the complex 

formation of adulthood, rather than simply as a conflictive phase.  
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